One of the central challenges for historicizing gender is the perceived difficulty of understanding lived experience and cultural interpretations in the absence of either firsthand testimony or, at the very least, written documents. Yet accepting this limitation would make it impossible to include a very large part of the historical societies of the world in gender studies, and notably, would eliminate many traditionally marginalized peoples from discussion if they did not leave written documents. The outcome of this challenge was, for a long time, a kind of unreflective projection into the past of modern attitudes, something that served to naturalize binaries of sex and normative sexuality. The more recent history of exploration of gender in the past by archaeologists has changed this, by introducing ways to interpret material traces as products of, and means to shape, ancient experiences of embodied personhood. This has been most richly developed in a few cases, such as the study of the pre-Hispanic history of Mexico and Central America, where urban settlements produced evidence of everyday life, politics, trade, religion, and expressive culture. Approached using concepts derived from queer theory and gender studies, these societies now serve as powerful models for ways to avoid normative interpretation and be attentive to evidence of lives lived other ways.
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